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Music Production 101 is a music recording and
audio production program that sets the industry

Building Creative Minds for our
Leaders of tomorrow .

standard for an intensely creative learning experience. This program is extreme-

Audio Engineering/Production

ly hands-on and focused tightly on the skills that truly
matter. Music Production 101 is a great

Street Scholar–
Producer, Songwriter,
Engineer, Artist Coach

program for anyone who wishes to pursue a
career in music recording and audio production. The training is intensive , but classes
are taught in a friendly and relax manner. In
our studios, students work in small groups
of 3 or 6. Our staff is dedicated to making
education at MP101 unsurpassed. This
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talented group of producers, engineers,

songwriters and vocalist is focused on
building creative minds for our leaders
of tomorrow.
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Objective

Levels of Entry
MP101 accepts all students with little or no prior
knowledge of the production/recording arts. The staff

Our primary goal for MP101 is to be an alterna-

takes pride into teaching, developing and cultivating

tive for the arts in public/private/charter schools

each students talent and skill level. There are three

when funding is no longer prevalent. We believe

levels that a potential student can enter the program.

that the most influential people in the world today

The first level is the Novice level where they will learn

are creative. They are creative in their respective

common practices, terminology

industry where they thrive for excellence. Our

to set a foundation for what is

objective is clear to build creative minds, funda-

to follow after completion. The

mental skills, develop passion and desire, culti-

second level is the Gold which

vate talent, mentor and provide real world experi-

just build upon the knowledge

ences.

of the Novice level giving them

Production Suite B.

projects and task to complete
at this level. The third level is

the Platinnimum level this is all
project based and independent work. The Platinnimum
level they will be working with real clients and obtaining
real-world experience in the studio setting.

Studio multi-purpose vocal booth.

Guitar booth.
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